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Article from an Almanac

Author. (Date of Publication). Title of Article. In Title of Almanac. Retrieved from Almanac’s URL on the Web

- Intext citation for a direct quote: (Falk, 2002, para. 6)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (Falk, 2002)

Article from an Almanac, No Author

Title of Article. (Date of Publication). In Title of Almanac. Retrieved from Almanac’s URL on the Web

- Intext citation for a direct quote: (“Tulip,” 2002, para. 3)
- Intext citation for a paraphrase: (“Tulip,” 2002)

Note: The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is a unique number for academic journals, and may be located by searching the title of the article at CrossRef.